


Overview of the Artist Development Program

• Sales/Marketing – developing your brand, mission and identity, developing and 
understanding your audience, web platforms, developing an elevator pitch and a 
marketing plan.

• Business of Art/Art of Business – developing a business plan, understanding the legal 
aspects of running a business (intellectual property, how to set up a business), 
understanding financial management (setting budgets, accounting/bookkeeping, 
insurance, and merchant accounts), funding opportunities (grants, fellowships, 
commissions), support networks such as professional service organizations and 
understanding the value of your work and how to price it.

• Civic & Community Engagement – building relationships/partnerships, cultural 
exchange/sensitivity, the “Art of Listening”, community building & engagement – how 
the arts can be utilized as a community resource.



What is Entrepreneurship?

“The ability and readiness to develop, organize and run a business enterprise, along with 
any of its uncertainties, in order to make a profit”

“The creation or extraction of value. With this definition, entrepreneurship is viewed as 
change, generally entailing risk beyond what is normally encountered in starting a 
business, which may include other values than simply economic ones”

“Entrepreneurship is the act of creating a business or businesses while building and scaling 
it to generate a profit but as a basic entrepreneurship definition, that one is a bit limiting. 
The more modern entrepreneurship definition is also about transforming the world by 
solving big problems. Like bringing about social change or creating an innovative product 
that challenges the status quo of how we live our lives on a daily basis.



Who is an Entrepreneur?

“Someone who has the ability and desire to establish, administer and succeed in a startup 
venture along with risk entitled to it to make profits. In a nutshell, anyone who has the will 
and determination to start a new business and deals with all the risks that go with it can 
become an Entrepreneur.”

“An individual who creates a new business, bearing most of the risks and enjoying most of 
the rewards. The process of setting up a business is known as entrepreneurship . The 
entrepreneur is commonly seen as an innovator, a source of new ideas, goods, services, 
and business/or procedures.”

“A person who builds, acquires, develops and accomplishes. A person who always seeks 
out change, responses to it, and takes advantage of it as an opportunity. An entrepreneur 
starts a venture bearing all the risks, applying their initiative and creativity to chase their 
dreams and goals.”



You Already Have What It Takes!

“I have never been interested in building a big business, and at this time in my life I do not want another job.  However, I would like to 
learn how best to promote my art and find a way to not lose money in the process.” 

“I decided early on…I would become a lifelong learner, or a "citizen of the world."  While initially the label of "life-long learner" 
seemed to simply be applicable to academic and formal education, I soon learned that I had an ember smoldering within to create. I 
developed a great passion for making…I want to continue to learn, to push my boundaries, and see what I am truly capable of.”

“Even though I have been practicing my art for several decades, I know there is always room to grow and learn new things…”

“I want to be the best that I can be in everything I put my mind to; I crave success, and I genuinely believe that being an artist is who I 
am meant to be.”



And….

Entrepreneurs 

Bring 

About 

CHANGE.



Being Agents of Change

“There’s that old saying “You can’t help others until you 
help yourself”  I know my strengths, but I also know my 
weaknesses.  And this workshop covers a lot of the areas 
where I need improving. (especially finances…yuck)  So if 
I’m going to continue to give back to the community then 
I need to better myself first.”

“I have the passion and fire within me to continue to 
activate artistry in my community in ways I have never 
thought of.”

“In order to increase success in my personal growth, I am 
aware that I need to increase the ways that others are 
able to view and purchase my work.”



Entrepreneur 
Quotient

Studies of successful 
entrepreneurs reveal common 
characteristics - family 
backgrounds, experiences, 
motivations, personality traits, 
behaviors, values, and beliefs. 

The EQ Test is a measurement tool 
to indicate what traits you might 
have to be a successful business 
owner. 



Who Are Your Champions?



Career Planning & Visioning





Time 
Management

Accomplishing goals is 
about creating habits and 
dedicating time



Prioritizing

“An opportunity comes my way and I say yes.  Then I figure out how to do 
the thing with whatever time, resources and abilities I have. The experience 
is normally fulfilling, but rarely is it a good financial decision”



The Pareto 
Principle

Also known as the 80/20 Rule or the “Vital 
Few and the Trivial Many,” states that 

80 percent of an outcome is generated by 20 
percent of the effort. 

Once you identify your vital 20% you can focus 
more of your time and energy on those 
activities that help you accomplish your goals.



Eisenhower 
Priority 
Matrix

The is a tool that can help you decide which tasks need to be done and in 
what order, if at all. Practice using the Eisenhower Priority Matrix. If you find 
that the task is not important to you and your artistic business goals and is 
also not particularly urgent, practice saying “no” and letting it go.

URGENT NOT URGENT
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Do Now
Due soon. 

Achieves long-term goals. 
Able to do it.

Schedule on Calendar
Due later. 

Achieves long-term goals. 
Able to do it.
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Delegate
Due soon.

Doesn’t achieve long-term goals.
Someone else could do it.

Don’t Do
Due later. 

Doesn’t achieve long-term goals. 
Someone else could do it



Action 
Steps
Towards Achieving Your 
Goals
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